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This article contains the spiritual facts (realities) I was given prophetically on the above date.

These have been ‘The Word’ for me as they come from The Word of Godi to me.
The facts are on page one, while the sources are on page 2, so it is clear where they came from.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SOURCE FILE: “50a-There’s More Freedom”ii

1. Father wants us to be free of everything that binds us and holds us up.iii

2. He wants to reveal to us all our freedoms and it pleases him to do it.iv

3. Coming out of the church system was what he wanted.v

4. There’s a great deal more that is subsequent to our exit.vi

5. We are required to perfectly align our heart with his.vii

6. Our lives must display his heart to the world.viii

7. He is pleased to give us days to live our lives.ix

8. He requires our lives to be totally his, just as Jesus modelled it.x

9. Jesus is the one we are to model ourselves after, especially his attitudes and his relationship with Father.xi

10. All’s well because Father oversees my life.xii

11. Pursue Father. Don’t case after anything or anyone else.xiii

12. Press on in life as a son and a person.xiv
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i – John 1:1

ii – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/50a-There-is-More-Freedom.pdf 

iii – “Today I want you to be free. Free of all that binds you and holds you back.”

iv – “You have much more freedom than you really understand and it’s my great pleasure to reveal them 
to you.”

v – “You have come out of the [church] system – well done. However, there is much, much more that 
proceeds from this exit.”

vi – “You have come out of the [church] system – well done. However, there is much, much more that 
proceeds from this exit.”

vii – “Today I call you to perfectly align with me in your heart and to display this in the way you live.”

viii – “Today I call you to perfectly align with me in your heart and to display this in the way you live.”

ix – “I will give you days of life on Earth because this is my good pleasure to do so, but your days must 
be mine. By that I mean, you are to learn to live for me – me only. ”

x – “I will give you days of life on Earth because this is my good pleasure to do so, but your days must be
mine. By that I mean, you are to learn to live for me – me only. My Son demonstrated this when he was 
on Earth and he is your model. ”

xi – “My Son demonstrated this when he was on Earth and he is your model. Model yourself after him in 
his attitudes and relationship with me.”

xii – “All is well, my son.”

xiii – “Pursue me and press on.”

xiv – “Pursue me and press on.”
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